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Supporting our arts professionals in presenting papers, seminars or workshops 
overseas, hosting conferences or summits here in Singapore


Ensuring Singapore representation on international boards.


There is also potential for us to invest in developing Singapore-led platforms for the 
sharing of best practices in artistic processes.Such platforms can also position 
Singapore as an access point for greater cultural understanding, especially of 
Southeast Asia. 


Fruitful long-term relationships through formal international networks 




“NAC has supported Kunstlerhaus Bethanian Residency, the Dena Foundation Residency and the 
International Association of Theatre for Children and Young People (ASSITEJ) Korea International 
Summer Festival, Toji Cultural Centre Residency Programme, among others. We will continue to 

support Singapore artists’ participation in these platforms and seek out more of such opportunities 
through partnerships with overseas arts councils or institutions.” pg. 73



These showcases and artist delegations benefit Singapore artists, with more of 
them developing direct connections that eventually lead to the sale of work, or 
future projects and collaborations. NAC will evaluate the relevance of these 
platforms and look out for similar opportunities or platforms for other art forms.


NAC will provide seed funding to Singapore artists who are exploring new 
projects with overseas counterparts.



Misc. Questions and an 
Opportunity in an 

International Art World



Opportunity in the international art world: 
Singapore as backyard to global art centers



a) What is meant by community art in NAC SG Arts Plan and what is the criteria that defines a community artist? 


b) What percentage of the overall budget for VA is going to this community of artists or type of plan? (e.g. 
through Public Art Trust and other programmes.)
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